I INTRODUCTION

As the devastating COVID-19 pandemic first swept the globe, it posed a crucial test of biomedical innovation institutions. Containing the virus required developing new technologies including diagnostics, pharmaceuticals, and vaccines; manufacturing them at enormous scale; and rapidly distributing them globally. This, in turn, required mobilizing and coordinating scientists, industry, and government at levels not seen since World War II. Underlying the successes and failures of these efforts was the complex legal architecture of biomedical innovation and access.

This chapter considers how this legal architecture both encouraged and impeded the development and allocation of new technologies in the fight against COVID-19—and provides lessons about how it might be better deployed for future pandemics. This chapter focuses on three key areas of innovation law: biopharmaceutical regulation; health care reimbursement; and government subsidies for research and development (R&D). The first part of this chapter discusses the need to coordinate government agencies in a public health emergency, especially pertaining to developing, validating, and distributing diagnostic tests. The second part counsels agencies to ensure that early access to therapies in a public health crisis does not obviate developers’ ability (or incentive) to generate robust information about such therapies’ safety and efficacy. The third relays lessons about the successes of incentives for COVID-19 vaccine development—and their failures for vaccine distribution. Addressing the flaws in US biomedical innovation institutions that have been highlighted by COVID-19 will help avoid repeating these failures during the next pandemic.

II COORDINATING AGENCIES IN A PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY

Fostering interagency coordination at the federal level is a key element of innovation policy, driving both incentives to develop new products and allocation mechanisms
to disseminate them.\textsuperscript{1} Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, however, federal agencies failed to collaborate and coordinate in the development and rollout of diagnostic testing. As a result, public health officials were unable to identify where the virus was spreading, hindering their ability to contain it. This lack of interagency coordination resulted in unnecessary delays in the dissemination and scale-up of accurate tests for COVID-19.

\textbf{A Delayed COVID-19 Diagnostics Due to a Lack of Interagency Coordination}

The delayed development and rollout of diagnostic testing for COVID-19 illustrates problems that can arise when interagency relationships are not carefully considered in the innovation process. Three federal agencies – the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) – should have worked together from the beginning of the pandemic to facilitate the creation of more robust testing capacity. Instead, the actions of each agency independently slowed the development and scale-up of diagnostic testing.

In January 2020, as concern regarding the virus that would later be named SARS-CoV-2 began to emerge in the United States, the CDC developed a diagnostic test for the disease and obtained the FDA’s permission to share the kit with state public health laboratories. However, the CDC quickly discovered a problem with the kits’ negative controls and instructed states to stop using them.\textsuperscript{2} The CDC was unable to solve this problem for more than a month. Although the agency finally announced, on February 28, that states could restart testing using the CDC kits, many states would not begin doing so until March. Although there was certainly communication between the CDC and its fellow health agencies – the FDA had granted emergency authorization for the test in early February – there were also periods of miscommunication. Perhaps most notably, the CDC temporarily blocked an FDA official from visiting the agency to help address the testing issues, reportedly due to “a scheduling misunderstanding.”\textsuperscript{3} Acting separately, the FDA likely also inadvertently slowed the emergence of nationwide testing capacity. Under an emergency declaration from Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Alex Azar, the FDA used its emergency use authorization (EUA) powers to permit test manufacturers to enter the market with fewer pre-market review requirements than usual. But even these more limited evidentiary requirements slowed products’ entry into the market.
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particularly given both the FDA and companies were dealing with a novel pathogen. Companies spent weeks working with the agency before receiving their EUAs, during which the virus was spreading largely unseen. For laboratory-developed tests, such as those developed by academic medical centers (as contrasted with firms who make kits for others’ use), the FDA’s EUA requirements represented an increase over their usual level of review, further slowing dissemination. There are, of course, important reasons for the FDA to maintain evidentiary standards during a pandemic, as later demonstrated by the FDA’s overly permissive authorizations for antibody tests. But the FDA’s heightened scrutiny for diagnostics at the beginning of the pandemic meant that other laboratories could not readily fill the space left by the CDC’s delays.

At the same time, laboratory certification requirements imposed by the CMS likely also limited the number of labs even eligible to obtain FDA authorization for their own tests. The CMS independently regulates clinical laboratories under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988 (CLIA). Many academic laboratories with the technical ability to perform COVID-19 diagnostic tests could not do so legally because they lacked CLIA certification and found it challenging to work with labs possessing such certification. Stronger coordination between these three agencies could have helped address these delays. As head of the parent agency for the CDC, the FDA, and the CMS, HHS Secretary Azar could have worked to mediate disputes and identify where agency policies were delaying the diagnostic rollout. Reporting suggests that the CDC and the FDA waited weeks for Secretary Azar to even approve fallback plans for diagnostic testing. More actively, Secretary Azar could have directed the CDC and the FDA to move forward collaboratively to adapt and authorize the public testing protocol developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which was in use in many other countries. White House officials could also have taken a stronger hand in coordinating issues that arose.

However, it is possible that these officials were not sufficiently aware of the different legal issues at play – FDA Commissioner Stephen Hahn and CMS Administrator Seema Verma were not even added to the COVID-19 Task Force until well after these testing failures were known.

B Encouraging Interagency Cooperation Going Forward

Establishing strong norms of interagency coordination can help avoid harms like these and others that have arisen during the pandemic (such as those related to shortages of N95 respirators). Additionally, such coordination can be used to accomplish more affirmative innovation policy goals. Different policymakers have different tools for encouraging interagency coordination, and different strategies may be useful depending on the situation and the goal to be achieved.

Congress can encourage interagency collaboration either by requiring it or just by signaling that collaboration is an important policy goal. For instance, Congress requires the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to report annually on its activities “involving collaboration with other agencies” within HHS. Some of these activities – of which there are several hundred – are congressionally mandated, such as the Interagency Pain Research Coordinating Committee. But most of the NIH’s interagency collaborations are not legally required. Instead, Congress has emphasized the importance of interagency collaboration while leaving the areas and form of such collaboration largely to the expert agencies.

Administrative solutions might differ depending on whether structural barriers, personnel, or political considerations are the primary impediments to coordination. Where structural barriers exist, options might involve forcing interagency collaboration either through HHS (as the parent agency for many relevant agencies) or the White House (where a whole-of-government response is needed). A White House-led initiative has been effective at driving innovation in some areas of technology where there is sufficient political will, such as with the focus of Operation Warp Speed on vaccine development, discussed further in Section IV.

Generally, it will be easier to foster novel interagency collaborations if there is already a culture of cooperation within each agency. The more existing collaborations there are, the more potential channels there may be for communicating potential interagency challenges going forward.

III DEVELOPING NEW EVIDENCE WHILE ALLOWING EXPERIMENTAL USE

The FDA balances the goal of making new health care technologies quickly available to the public with the need for sufficient evidence that those technologies are
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safe and effective – evidence which is costly and time-consuming to gather. Striking this balance is contentious and has been the subject of substantial scholarship. The pandemic placed greater demands on the agency to make decisions on the basis of very little evidence, sometimes in ways that jeopardized the development of further evidence on the topic. In particular, the agency allowed access to COVID-19-targeted therapeutics using both its Expanded Access (EA) and EUA pathways, each of which requires much lower evidentiary standards than traditional approval or clearance. These cases illustrate the importance, even when prioritizing speed, of ensuring that high-quality data will continue to be collected and evaluated once technologies are available.

A Quick Authorizations and Limited Evidence for COVID-19 Therapeutics

The FDA granted EUAs for several COVID-19 treatments, most notably hydroxychloroquine, remdesivir, and convalescent plasma. The standard for granting an EUA is low; under 21 USC § 360bbb-3, the FDA must determine, based on the “totality of the scientific evidence” available, that it is “reasonable to believe” that the drug “may be effective” in treating the disease and that the known and potential benefits outweigh the known and potential risks.

This evidence may – or may not – include randomized controlled clinical trials, which are key elements of the typical FDA approval standard.

After the FDA issued an EUA for hydroxychloroquine to treat COVID-19 on March 28, 2020, prescriptions soared. The EUA came after President Trump repeatedly touted its benefits based on relatively little evidence, leading to it being asked whether there had been political pressure on the FDA. Nevertheless, when the FDA issued the EUA, multiple clinical studies of hydroxychloroquine were ongoing, presenting the agency with another opportunity to look at the drug’s safety and efficacy, and potentially revise its decision. Once those studies finished, the evidence was strong that hydroxychloroquine does not work to treat COVID-19; indeed, it is affirmatively harmful in some instances. On June 15, 2020, the FDA revoked the EUA on the basis of these data.

Convalescent plasma presents an even more troubling story. On April 3, 2020, the FDA permitted the use of convalescent plasma in clinical trials as an Investigational New Drug and immediately launched a nationwide EA program. Under the program, patients anywhere in the United States could receive convalescent plasma
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through the Mayo Clinic without participating in clinical trials." Unsurprisingly, faced with the choice between participating in a clinical trial – and running the risk of receiving a placebo – or definitely receiving convalescent plasma, patients overwhelmingly participated in the EA program. Accordingly, randomized controlled trials floundered as they were unable to enroll enough patients, and the efficacy of convalescent plasma remained unvalidated for months. Despite this, in August 2020, on the basis of weak observational evidence – and under substantial pressure from President Trump – the FDA issued an EUA for convalescent plasma. Evidence remains minimal and mixed; several studies found no significant benefit from plasma, though one study published in January 2021 found positive effects for plasma when it was administered very early in the course of infection. In February 2021, the FDA narrowed the EUA for convalescent plasma based on evidence that it was useful only in limited circumstances.

B Planning for Adequate Data Collection After Approval or Authorization

The tension between speed and evidence in FDA approvals is not new. For some time now, the needle-threading solution has been to pair various forms of faster access with commitments to generate information after access has already begun. The COVID-19 pandemic and its stumbles along this path cast this strategy into a harsher light. In emergency contexts, policymakers should ensure that the FDA is considering the impact of its access decisions – whether an EUA, an EA program, or something else – on the ability to generate high-quality clinical trial data to confirm or reject preliminary evidence of safety and efficacy. Although some emergencies may end before such high-quality data are ever generated – witness the short-lived Middle East Respiratory Syndrome outbreak of 2012 – policymakers should not assume such a flameout.

Problematic incentives hamper both the generation and the use of post-market information generally. For traditional biopharmaceutical products made by a single manufacturer charging supra-competitive prices, incentives to generate costly information on safety and effectiveness are sharply lowered once the product can be sold. Additional positive information on safety or efficacy in subpopulations is realistically unlikely to lead to greater sales. Negative information, meanwhile, could lead to problems, lawsuits, or even withdrawal from the market. These structural problems loom larger in emergencies where products are allowed on the market with less evidence in the first place.

On the use side, the FDA has historically faced difficulty acting on negative post-market information.24 Patient groups exert substantial pressure against withdrawing drugs from the market. And in the case of EUAs for a second use of an existing product, such as hydroxychloroquine, withdrawing an EUA does not even remove the product from the market. Doctors remain free to prescribe the product off-label.

At least two potential avenues exist to improve the generation of post-market information, especially in emergencies. The first, and most straightforward, is a simple mandate. The agency should release clear statements about what circumstances will lead EUAs to be expanded, revoked, or modified. Such statements should include not only triggers for what evidence will lead to what result (e.g., certain efficacy signals leading to expansion, or certain safety signals leading to revocation), but also how much evidence must be generated.25

Unfortunately, such mandates work much better for products with a single, identified manufacturer. The Moderna and BioNTech-Pfizer vaccines fit neatly into this category; the companies have incentives to ensure that the vaccines remain on the market and are actually approved rather than just authorized, with the difference impacting reimbursement and potentially vaccination mandates. For products made by many entities, such as hydroxychloroquine (generic manufacturers) or convalescent plasma (hospitals), incentives are diffuse and a mandate would not have a clear focus. It is hard to see whose behavior would change had the FDA made the convalescent plasma EA program or EUA conditional on the timely generation of high-quality clinical trial data. Data on convalescent plasma were limited by the lack of interested research participants (as several clinical trials closed due to inadequate enrollment), not a lack of clarity or incentive regarding the scope of their EUAs.

Second, government investment could make information generation less costly so that incentives to generate information do not need to be as strong. Research grants can support the costs of pandemic-focused clinical trials, for instance — a
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non-excludable knowledge good when conducted on already marketed products or generic drugs.\textsuperscript{26} But, as noted, trials must also be able to enroll sufficient patients, something that can be aided with government coordination.\textsuperscript{27} Reducing the costs of generating higher-quality observational data could also help. Although observational data are typically less dispositive than randomized controlled trial data, learning health systems that systematically collect large amounts of data can help fill evidentiary gaps, particularly in pandemic emergencies when controlled studies must compete for finite patients over short time horizons. Infrastructure for the ongoing collection of such data could help reduce the information problem of rapidly authorized therapeutics. Finally, policymakers could facilitate the use of intermediate protocols that are less costly than patient-level randomization but generate better data than observational studies, such as randomization at the hospital or county level.

Sometimes, though, the tension between the need for high-quality data and the need for broad, early access to novel therapeutics may be irreconcilable. Indeed, for COVID-19 vaccines, the FDA seems to have reached exactly this conclusion, announcing EUA standards in the summer of 2020 that foreclosed the possibility of early access based on the typical relaxed EUA data standard. While policymakers can improve the generation of post-market data, sometimes the best answer is to do it right the first time.

IV REWARDING VACCINES FOR DISEASES WITH PANDEMIC POTENTIAL

Vaccine development in the United States is rife with both political and market failures.\textsuperscript{28} But in the COVID-19 context, the record-breaking speed of vaccine development has been the biggest success story. Most notably, policymakers aggressively implemented several reward structures to advance the development and dissemination of new vaccines. Unfortunately, SARS-CoV-2 will not be the last devastating infectious disease, so it is worth considering how the approaches used in this context can be applied more broadly.
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A COVID-19 Vaccines at Warp Speed

Effective COVID-19 vaccines reached the public with record-breaking speed. Less than a year after China announced that an outbreak in Wuhan was caused by a novel coronavirus in January 2020, the FDA issued EUAs for the first two vaccines, from BioNTech-Pfizer (on December 11) and Moderna (on December 18). By contrast, the development of most vaccines takes over a decade, while the prior record was four years (for mumps).

How were COVID-19 vaccines developed so quickly? Part of the story is getting lucky with science: researchers were able to build on years of work on the novel mRNA platform that supported both the BioNTech-Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. Part of the story is effective FDA regulation: clinical trials were allowed to proceed more quickly than usual, and the agency set clear approval standards in advance so that companies had certainty about what would be required for authorization. But perhaps the most important part of the story is that governments committed substantial public resources to the effort.

In a reverse of typical funding patterns, public funding of COVID-19 vaccines focused more on covering the final stages of development and manufacturing costs, building on substantial private investments in early-stage research. Both Massachusetts-based Moderna and German-based BioNTech did receive some government and non-profit funding for developing their mRNA platforms pre-pandemic, but from 2017 through 2019, grants constituted less than 4 percent of Moderna’s $1.4 billion in R&D expenses and less than 2 percent of the €450 million spent by BioNTech. By the end of 2019, each firm had been working on mRNA technology for about a decade and had incurred net losses every year, with accumulated losses of $1.5 billion for Moderna and €425 million for BioNTech. But because of these investments, both startups could quickly pivot to applying their platform to COVID-19.

In Moderna’s case, a key partner was the NIH, which launched the first human clinical trial on March 16. The following day, BioNTech announced a collaboration with pharmaceutical giant Pfizer, and they launched their own human trial on April 23. In April, Moderna received $483 million from the Defense Department’s Biological Advanced Research and Development Authority to support clinical trials and manufacturing; this was later increased to a maximum of $955 million. In May, the firm raised $1.3 billion in private equity to help contract with additional manufacturers. BioNTech funded development through both Pfizer’s large cash reserves and a €375 million grant from the German government. The primary goal of this funding.
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was to reduce developers’ risks so that steps that usually would depend on the success of earlier stages—such as building manufacturing capacity—could proceed in parallel.

Another critical source of funding for COVID-19 vaccine development was from governments committing to purchase vaccines before clinical trials were completed. In the United States, this effort was coordinated through Operation Warp Speed (OWS), a multi-agency effort primarily run through HHS and the Department of Defense. By mid-August, OWS had already committed to purchasing 800 million doses from six developers if those vaccines ultimately proved effective, including 100 million doses from Moderna (for milestone payments up to $1.5 billion), and 100 million doses from BioNTech-Pfizer (for $1.95 billion). These pre-commitments were both an effective spur to innovation and a form of “vaccine nationalism” that secured early US access to the resulting products, at the expense of other nations. The Biden Administration continued to increase its purchases of vaccines from both BioNTech-Pfizer and Moderna even after the vaccines’ authorization, including hundreds of millions of doses for both domestic boosters and global distribution.

Advance vaccine purchases were not completely novel: a 2007 $1.5 billion advance market commitment for pneumococcal disease vaccine doses had been used to spur development and dissemination, resulting in the immunization of over 150 million children in low-income countries. And guaranteeing or increasing reimbursement through health insurance functions as a similar pull incentive for innovation. Indeed, the first empirical study showing that policies to expand health care use can increase R&D was in the vaccine context. But as a whole-of-government push for vaccine development and dissemination, OWS was relatively novel.

Although OWS largely succeeded in getting vaccines through FDA authorization in record-breaking time, vaccines are not vaccinations, and the initial US rollout of the vaccines was tragically slow. Vaccine distribution initially received insufficient attention from the federal government, either in terms of resources or coordination.

Even after COVID-19 vaccines became widely available in the United States, vaccine hesitancy limited uptake domestically. And internationally, vaccine inequity remains a global tragedy: one year after vaccines became available, less than 1 percent of doses had been administered in low-income countries.

B Vaccines for the Next Pandemic

Part of the reason the COVID-19 pandemic wrought as much devastation as it did was inadequate preparation, including “insufficient R&D investment and planning for innovative vaccine development and manufacture.”37 Properly rewarding vaccine developers and distributors during the COVID-19 pandemic is important not only for controlling this pandemic, but also for being better prepared for the next one.

Most importantly, policymakers should work to increase public funding for vaccine R&D and to increase incentives for private funding. Research on vaccines for diseases with pandemic potential has enormous social value; ideally, R&D investments should be made up to the point that the marginal social benefit equals the marginal cost. But the vaccine sector has been beset by both political and market failures. Market incentives are insufficient because vaccines are preventative and because individual prices do not account for societal benefits, such as herd immunity; political incentives are insufficient because payoffs from these investments span electoral cycles, and voters do not pay much attention to problems that were successfully averted.38

Even with the mobilization of public funding during COVID-19, the all-in prices paid by the United States to Moderna and to BioNTech-Pfizer are only a small fraction of a low-end estimate of their vaccines’ social value.39 But hopefully these rewards for the firms’ private investments and the salience of the costs of an unchecked pandemic will help spur greater private and public investment going forward.

Additionally, we hope that academics, patient advocates, and politicians can use the COVID-19 experience to broaden conventional understandings of the policy playbook for promoting access to medicines. The importance of widespread access to COVID-19 vaccines led some commentators to argue for limits on profits and patent rights for vaccine developers; for example, both Moderna and BioNTech-Pfizer were criticized for rejecting calls to sell their vaccines for no profit. But out-of-pocket costs paid by patients represent an entirely separate question from financial
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rewards for developers. Even if policymakers recognize that social value is the right lodestar for R&D spending, numerous questions remain about optimal innovation policy design. How should rewards be divided between competing vaccine developers? Between developers and distributors? Who should estimate value? Could more vaccine development or distribution be conducted in-house by the federal government? Many of these questions parallel ones that legal scholars have long grappled with in the patent law context. But for vaccines, rewards are substantially shaped by government decisions on issues such as direct R&D funding, coverage requirements, and market subsidies, requiring these questions to be considered anew.

The critical role of government health agencies in vaccine innovation is a challenge, but it is also an opportunity. COVID-19 has led to an outpouring of scholarship on how to improve vaccine incentives. Now the United States needs the political will to make it happen.

V CONCLUSION

The triumphs and sorrows of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States ultimately have significant roots in innovation policy. A lack of agency coordination and cooperation regarding diagnostics delayed the country’s ability to identify where the virus was spreading. A rush to questionable therapeutics – by enthusiasm, by demand, by political pressure – without developing robust information about their safety and efficacy hampered providers’ ability to treat patients. And even while the creation of COVID-19 vaccines was a success story – thanks to advances in science, market incentives, and luck – the failure to rapidly deploy them when the virus was at its peak was a tragedy.

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a truly exceptional event: a rapidly spreading, deadly disease plagued by the failures of political administration and exacerbated by a diminishing trust in science. But pandemics and social failures have long been part of the fabric of history, from the Plague of Athens following the Peloponnesian War to now. New pandemics will emerge, and in less than ideal political circumstances. Innovation policymakers should take lessons from this crisis to guard against history repeating itself.
